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Former employees sue district over turnaround consequences
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Mock Trial keeps 
regional streak alive

The Grady Mock Trial team placed 
first at the regional competition on 
Jan.  31, continuing a 19-year  streak. 
Senior Carolyn Capeluto, junior Ebet 
Lansing  and sophomores Audrey 
Dwyer and Robert Mobley received 
Best Witness Awards. Senior Orly 
Mansbach and juniors Katie Earles, 
Alex Durham and Nina Stern won 
Best Attorney Awards. The district 
competition will take place Feb. 19.

Painkillers after surgery lead to addicted teenagers

Inman takes fourth place 
in PAGE Academic Bowl

Atlanta Public Schools said the 
district will pay for all students’ 
AP exams starting in May. The 
exams, which cost $141 for the 
AP Capstone course and $93 for 
all other courses, have previously 
been paid for by the students and 
their families. APS said the district 
will pay for all exams, regardless 
of number per student, but this 
change will not require students to 
take an AP exam just because they 
are enrolled in the class.

District to pay for 
students’ AP exams 

On Jan. 14, Inman Middle 
School’s Academic Bowl team 
placed fourth in the PAGE regional 
tournament in Milledgeville, Ga. 
The team is coached by Jessica 
Hughes, a sixth-grade science 
teacher and Nia Cannon, a 
seventh-grade science teacher. The 
students on the team are sixth, 
seventh and eighth graders who 
practice regularly once a week, 
before or after school. The team 
recently came first in the Atlanta 
Public Schools’ competition.

By Katie Earles
Millions of teenagers get their wisdom 

teeth removed each year, and with the ex-
pected swelling and discomfort comes access 
to highly addictive narcotic painkillers. 

Hydrocodone is an opioid narcotic used 
to treat severe pain. The Food and Drug 
Administration has classified it as a “Schedule 
II” drug, meaning it has a high potential for 
abuse, even at regular doses. Every teenager 
who gets their wisdom teeth out is given an 
ample supply of the drug. 

“I did not think I was reliant upon 
hydrocodone at the time, but looking back, I 
definitely was,” said senior Catherine Moore, 
who got her wisdom teeth out when she was 
13 years old. “I was taking up to five doses a 
day. I felt so much better each time I used 
it that I didn’t question whether I should 
take more or not. After a week, my dad 
noticed how frequently I took the pills 
and eased me off of it.” 

In the 1980s, hydrocodone was only 
used in cases to relieve pain from cancer 
or severe trauma. Since then, use of the 
drug has become significantly more 
widespread. The Drug Enforcement 
Administration has reported that 
over 130 million prescriptions were 
distributed in 2013, making it the 
most prescribed medication in 
the United States.

“ N o w a d a y s , 
hydrocodone and other 
opioid painkillers are 
used to treat chronic 
pain, and it can 
only extend short-
term relief,” said 
Dr. Brett Kaylor, 
chief resident in 
psychiatry at the 
Medical College of 
Georgia (MCG). 
“It can become a 
gateway drug if 
misused and is a 

risk to the adolescent community if not handled 
carefully. It’s not a benign medicine; sometimes 
the risk [of taking hydrocodone] is too great. 
Tylenol works just as well.” 

Dr. Kaylor will be starting an addiction 
medicine fellowship at MCG this July. 

There is reasoning behind what some claim to 
be an excessive prescription. Frequently, those 
who have their wisdom teeth removed do not 
have a personal relationship with the doctor 
prescribing them pain medication, which leads 
to doctoral uncertainty on the amount of pain a 
patient can cope with. 

“Pain tolerance varies,” said Dr. Joyce Lee of 
Metropolitan Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery 
Associates. Dr. Lee performs wisdom teeth 

surgery every day and prescribes her patients 
with hydrocodone. “Everyone reacts differently 
to hydrocodone, so I apply an average, about 20 
or 30 pills. No one wants their patient to be in 
pain. Many patients don’t use all the medication 
they are given.”

Addiction to hydrocodone is not a random 
occurrence. Many factors can contribute to 
the likelihood of a patient becoming reliant 
on the drug.

“I’ve found patients usually don’t become 
addicted to a prescription drug unless they have a 
prior disposition to the drug,” said Dr. Sal Morana, 
a pharmacist/consultant with national firm, Willis 
Towers Watson. “If a patient smokes, gambles, 
or participates in other risky behavior, they are 
more likely to become addicted to hydrocodone.”

Similarly to other addictive substances, 
hydrocodone abuse is not confined to certain 

ages, ethnicities or socio-economic levels. 
The DEA reports that 24.4 million people 

over the age of 12 have used hydrocodone 
for non-medical purposes. 

When ordering prescription drugs 
from a pharmacy, the database contains 
medical information on the person 
ordering. However, dentists do not have 
such quick access to prior information.

Recent studies show that hydrocodone, 
vicodin and other  opioid painkillers 

have a street value, making it 
crucial for patients to handle 

hydrocodone with care.
“Once you have used all 
the pills you need, I 
suggest grinding down 
the remains along with 
coffee grounds and 
throwing them away,” 
Dr. Morana said. 
“Teenagers especially 
need to be careful 
when handl ing 
hydrocodone. It’s 
definitely not a 
drug to mess 
with.”  p
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By Alex Opsahl
Two former Slater Elementary School staff 

members and the Georgia Association of 
Educators (GAE) are suing Atlanta Public 
Schools. They allege the district’s turnaround 
plan was unlawful in contracting out manage-
ment of “failing” schools to charter groups 
and firing all employees at schools impacted 
by the turnaround.

The Slater staff members sued under 
pseudonyms because they “fear job retaliation 
by APS,” according to court briefs.  

As part of the turnaround plan, the district 
closed Bethune Elementary, merged four schools 
and put two more schools under the management 
of the Kindezi and Purpose Built Schools Atlanta 
charter groups at the beginning of this school year. 

To apply for charter groups, APS took bids 
for school management.  The plaintiffs said the 
bids did not satisfy the 2007 Charter Schools 
Act requirements for creating charter schools.

“APS has sought to accomplish the same 
result as a charter school conversion by 
contracting out the entire operation and 
management of those five schools in the same 
manner as it would enter into an ordinary 
procurement contract for office supplies or 
textbooks,” the plaintiffs said in court briefs 
filed in August 2016. 

GAE believes that charter schools will be 
ineffective and accused the district of creating a 
“false narrative of chronically failing schools” to 
justify the turnaround.

“In communities such as the one 
that encompasses Thomasville Heights 

Elementary and others like it, there exists 
an ongoing cycle of challenges from 
absenteeism, poverty, racial segregation, 
hunger and nutrition, to housing, hygiene 
and parental and guardianship issues,” 
GAE president Dr. Sid 
Chapman said. “These are 
the major impediments to 
educating poor, minority 
children. APS’s plan to turn 
over the entire operation 
of five schools simply by 
executing contracts with 
private charter operators not 
only doesn’t address these 
issues, but the action is not 
authorized by the CSA.“

All employees at schools 
impacted by the turnaround 
were required to reapply for jobs when their 
schools were put under new management. The 
suit’s plaintiffs claimed  this action violated 
their tenure rights under the Fair Dismissal 
Act, since the employees didn’t actively commit 
any wrongdoings.

The two Slater employees were not the only 
staff members concerned about the turnaround 
plan’s impact on their jobs. Seventeen of 
Thomasville Heights Elementary School’s 29 
teachers were absent the day after employees 
received notices that APS would be dismissing 
all of the school’s staff. GAE received many 
complaints from district employees about the 
plan before filing the lawsuit.

“GAE has heard and continues to hear 

from employees at the takeover schools,” GAE 
legal advisor Mike McGonigle said. “They’re 
understandably upset over being labeled ‘failing’ 
even though they work very hard to ensure that 
every student succeeds.”

Atlanta Public Schools acknowledges that 
it knew teachers were concerned about the 
turnaround, and said the district has tried to 
accommodate employees while still smoothly 
turning management over to charter groups.

“I am working closely with our HR department 
and our school-member staffs, going to faculty 
meetings, and some teachers worked with us 
to design the plan that would give our teachers 
prioritization in the application process for those 
schools most affected by the turnaround plan,” 
APS Supt. Dr. Meria Carstarphen said at a board 
meeting last March.  

Purpose Built President Greg Giornelli believes 
his organization and the district have sufficiently 
met every employees’ needs at Thomasville. 

“More than 75 percent of our teachers actually 
came from APS,” Giornelli said.  “Even among 
the APS teaching community, I think you’ll find 
a lot of support for the APS-PBSA partnership.”

The district denied the suit’s claims. APS said  
Georgia’s State Board of Education had given 
it permission to implement the turnaround 
plan, and that the Georgia Court of Appeals 
held last year that school districts that convert 
to charter systems no longer have to follow the 
Fair Dismissal Act.

Since APS’s turnaround strategy is 
unprecedented in Georgia, the district and 
charter groups paid close attention to legality 
when writing contracts. 

“Because our partnership is new, both APS 
and Purpose Built Schools Atlanta spent a lot 
of time and energy at the outset reviewing the 
legal basis for such an agreement,” Giornelli 
said.  “We did so independently, but both 
sets of lawyers reached the same conclusion: 
the partnership agreement is legal and 
appropriate under Georgia law.”

Giornelli said the suit is unsurprising 
despite APS’s attention to the law when 
creating the contract.

“As a general matter, change is difficult, 
whether in education or anywhere else,” Giornelli 
said. “And there are lots of parties with an interest 
in the educational status quo, even if that status 
quo has failed children in communities like 
Thomasville Heights for decades.”

The suit was heard by Fulton County Superior 
Court Judge Gail Tusan on Jan. 26. As of February 
10, Tusan had yet to make a decision.  p

“ They’re understandably upset over 
being labeled ‘failing’ even though 
they work very hard to ensure that 
every student succeeds.”

Mike McGonigle
Georgia Associatoin of Education 

Legal Advisor


